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Abstract: - Video completion is a computer vision technique to restore the holes in video sequences due to 
removal of the dynamic or static foreground object by filling the unknown region with the known information. 
In this paper, a novel algorithm for video completion of large holes in video sequences is proposed. Video 
completion is treated as a global optimization problem by enforcing the spatial-temporal consistency. We solve 
the completion problem using texture synthesis and consider texture propagation as a graph labeling problem. 
We extend a pixel in one frame to a cubic spatial-temporal point. To minimize the energy defined on 3D label 
graph for measuring the similarity between source and target patches, we adopt belief propagation algorithm to 
find the optimal patches by iterative steps. At last, the color information of the selected optimal patches is copied 
to each node in the unknown regions to complete the texture propagation. Experiment results on natural videos 
are encouraging and indicate that the performance of the proposed approach is effective. 
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1   Introduction 
Object removal in a video sequence, which is called 
video completion, can make some special good 
effects and has many applications in the movie 
industry for film post-production, video-editing, and 
artwork-repairing. The blank region of the object in a 
frame is completed by background images 
transformed from other video frames. Video 
completion plays a key role in a variety of research 
areas as hardware advances. It has been emerged to 
be a high level understanding task of low level vision 
content. By means of this technique, most tasks that 
have been done by human intervention could be 
completed efficiently and perfectly now. The 
difficult and time-consuming job of movie making 
will be easy and interesting.  
     However video completion is still a challenging 
issue in vision and graphics area. There are some 
obstacles to be overcome such as image frame 
blurring and temporal consistency etc. Video 
completion methods are based on some algorithms 
applied in image completion. However, due to the 
difference between image and video sequences, 
straightly applying the skills of image completion to 
the video completion is not adequate or could not 
achieve our purpose. In most instances the 
completion of image is still performed spatially and 
the temporal component of video has usually been 
neglected. 
     Recently, some researchers have devoted to this 
area and produce some methods very well. Zhang et 
al. [10] separate foreground and background objects 
in multiple motion layers to extract a moving 
foreground object. The layers are non-overlapping 
and each of them is completed separately.  Although 
the result is approving but it could not deal with the 
instance while transformation between frames. 
Sugaya and Kanatani [7] assume a feature point is an 
affine transformation of a 3D feature point and 
generate a trajectory vector by stacking 2D 
coordinates of tracked features from all frames. By 
affine space fitting, they remove outliers, extract and 
remove a moving object. Wexler et al. [9] addresses a 
problem of completing a moving object which is 
partly occluded in a video sequence. They use a 
stationary camera to obtain the video frame. They 
complete the occluded object areas by filling empty 
holes with space-time patches which have 
spatio-temporal consistency. Sand and Telle [6] use 
two video sequences to match features frame by 
frame. Bhat et al. [2] extract a moving object from a 
video sequence by making a mosaic image of the 
scene. Bar-Joseph et al. [1] perform dynamic texture 
synthesis in videos which regards temporal 
information explicitly. 
          In this paper, we propose a novel approach to 
complete the hole due to the removal of unwanted 
objects in the video sequences. Our techniques 
relates to those used in ST(space-time) video 
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completion with structure propagation [8], motion 
detection and segmentation [2], video matching [6], 
and motion layer based object removal in videos [10]. 
Our approach firstly extends the planar pixel point 
into a cubic one by defining a 3-dimension 
coordinate which includes the time information. 
Then we propose a well-suited similarity 
measurement between patches centered at pixels. 
Unlike previous techniques that complete regions 
with a greedy patch-by-patch manner, our methods 
use global optimization to solve the problem. Using 
efficient belief propagation algorithm, we propagate 
the unknown region by copying the appropriate 
sample patches from source region to target region. 
The blank object area is finally completed by its 
background content found in the other frames. 
     The remaining part of this paper is organized as 
follows: First, in section 2, we present some 
definitions such as 3-dimension ST point and the 
patch distance between two ST patches. Section 3 
proposes an idea that regards the video completion as 
a global optimization problem. Next, we introduce 
the completion based on belief propagation algorithm 
in detail in section 4. Detail experimental results and 
effect comparison are shown in section 5. 
 
 
2   Definition 
Since video sequences contain dynamic objects 
correlated with time information, we could combine 
the space info with time info to an all-in-one 
framework. We adopt the space-time method [9] to 
illustrate the content. We extend the planar 
coordinate in each frame to a cubic coordinate by 
adding one dimension of time info. Thus, a pixel in 
the video sequences is denoted as o(x, y, t) instead of 
o(x, y). Given an input video sequence K, the hole is 
defined a target region R due to removal of unwanted 
objects, and a source region S which is subset of K-R. 
Definition 1: ST coordinate 
2D coordinate: o(x, y) ->3D ST coordinate: o(x, y, t) 
Definition 2: The global visual coherence 
If each ST patch in one video sequence V1 can be 
found in other video sequence V2, then we call the 
two sequences are global visual coherence. 
     We hope the missing portion can be filled well, 
however, how to say the result sequence is better? So 
we use the definition above to solve the problem. 
Since we use the video portion of known region S to 
fill in the unknown region R, we should seek the 
maximum similarity between region R and S.  
Definition 3: The attribute of ST pixel 
In a planar image, we usually take into account the 
color info of pixels, and it is effective for image 
completion. However, the video sequence has not 
only those but also the time info. Since the objects 
motion along the time is high sensitive to human eyes, 
we couldn’t only take care of the common attribute. 
In fact, the object motion continuity is more 
important than the spatial color attribute. 
     Due to the reason above, an extended attribute is 
proposed as follows: 
     Set F for the video sequence containing the gray 
intensity and the ST point is o(x, y, t). Then the spatial 
and temporal derivatives are (Fx, Fy, Ft). Thus the 
horizontal motion can be characterized as: 
t
x
F
u
F
= , 
this attribute can be used to depict the instantaneous 
motion along the x direction. The vertical motion can 
be characterized as: 
t
y
F
v
F
= , and this attribute can be 
used to depict the instantaneous motion along the y 
direction. Finally, combining the two new attribute 
with original color attribute, we can get a 
5-dimensional attribute for ST point: (r, g, b, u, v).  
Definition 4: The distance and similarity 
To estimate the similarity between two ST patches, a 
straightforward way is to extend the common Sum of 
Squared Difference (SSD) of color attribute to the 
new one including time information. Based on the 
definition 3, we can realize it. Let two ST patches as 
Ps and Pt, we can get the distance: 
2
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Ps(x, y, t) and Pt(x, y, t) are the attribute vector (r, g, b, 
u, v) of each pixel on patch Ps and Pt respectively. 
Definition 5: The similarity measurement 
A well-suited similarity measurement between 
patches is the heart of the algorithm that directly 
influences the final completion result. The 
exponential similarity of two patches can be derived 
from the distance defined in definition 4, and the 
detail expression can be shown as follows: 
2
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The σ reflects noise, it set to 5/255 gray levels. 
 
 
3   Global optimization 
Reviewing the image and video completion skills, we 
can discover that the example-based techniques using 
texture synthesize have been the most successful in 
dealing with the completion problem compared to 
statistical-based or PDE-based methods. In this 
section, we introduce the texture propagation 
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synthesize the unknown region by using sample 
patches in the known region. As noted above, by 
obtaining the motion parameters from the 5D vector 
(r, g, b, u, v), we can reduce the portion of the video 
to search for matching the unknown region. 
          Based on definition 2, the completion result is 
satisfied if and only if the two criterions are satisfied: 
1) For every ST point o all the ST patches Po1...Pok 
which contain it agree on the color value at o. 
2) All those Po1...Pok appear in the dataset S (known 
region). 
     Let o be an unknown point and o∈R. Let C = 
{Po1 ,..., Pok} be all those ST patches containing o. 
Let D = {Pr1 ,..., Prk} be the patches in S that are most 
similarity to C = {Po1 ,..., Pok} according to equation 
(2). Then our work is made clearly. We need only 
search appropriate patches in D to fill the unknown 
region R, and avoid much unnecessary computing to 
search the whole video sequence. It gives high 
efficiency. We set the patch size in the patches set D 
as 5×5×5, thus there are 125 different patches involve 
point o. We can transform this patch as larger patch 
whose center locates at o. So the new patch size is 
9×9×9. Thus we reassign the patch set D as D = {D 
(1), D (2), …, D (n)}. 
     Unlike  Wexler’s  [9]  approach,  we consider  the 
region propagation in video sequence as a graph 
labeling problem, where each patch in the video 
sequence is assigned a unique label. We construct a 
3D graph G = <V, A> on the video sequence. V is the 
node set of ST points in the unknown region, and we 
set the points as the node of V. The arc set A 
contains two kinds of arcs: intra-frame arcs AI 
connecting adjacent nodes in one frame; inter-frame 
arcs AO connecting adjacent nodes across adjacent 
frames. The intra-frame arcs AI are constructed by 
connecting adjacent nodes in one frame, and the 
inter-frame arcs AO are constructed by connecting 
each node to each other node in the adjacent frame ft±1. 
The interval of sample patches in D is set to half of 
the planar patch size to guarantee sufficient overlaps. 
1 {}
m
ii o =
     For each unknown point oi, we find a label li ∈ {1, 
2, …, n} corresponding to one of the patches in D. 
Then we just fill the color information of selected 
patch D (li) to the point oi. 
 
 
3.1  3D graph energy 
The energy function on the graph G can be defined as 
follows: 
12
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The E1 is called likelihood energy and the E2, E3 is 
called prior energy. λα and λβ are relative weights, and 
their default values are: λα = 22, λβ = 11. The optimal 
sample labels L = {li}i
m
=1 are obtained by minimizing 
the energy E(l). 
Likelihood energy: 
1() () () ii i E lE lE αα ββ l = ψ+ ψ              (4) 
E1 measures the conformity of the color of oi to the 
color of known patch D (li). The ψα and ψβ are relative 
weights. The Eα(li) denotes the similarity between the 
sample patch and the node i in unknown region. Its 
function term is shown as: 
2
2
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The si is the robust parameter that weights the color 
contrast according to equation (2). c(i + z) and c(li + z) 
are color of point and the q is the area size of patch. 
     Eβ(li) constrains the synthesized patches on the 
boundary of unknown region R to match well with 
the known point in S.  Eβ(li) is the sum of the 
normalized squared differences (SSD) calculated in 
out of the region R on boundary patches. The portion 
of Eβ(li) in region R is set to zero. 
     The  prior  energy  E2 and E3 constrains the 
coherence between adjacent synthesized patches D (li) 
and D (li), where li and lj are labels for adjacent nodes. 
E2 measure color differences between two adjacent 
regions in the same frame, and the third term E3 
measures color differences between two adjacent 
patches in two adjacent frames, and embeds temporal 
coherence in the optimization process through 
intra-frame arcs AI. In a similar fashion, the pairwise 
potential Eij(l, l′), due to placing patches l, l′ over 
neighbors oi, oj , will measure how well these patches 
agree at the resulting region of overlap and will again 
be given by the equation similar to equation 5. In fact, 
E2 and E3 are penalty when adjacent nodes are 
assigned with different labels. 
 
 
4   Applying belief propagation 
Previously many works such as Drori et al. [3] and Jia 
et al. [4] use greedy way to fill the holes in image or 
video. Those methods often lead to visual 
inconsistencies. Belief propagation is an inference 
algorithm for graphical models containing 
continuous, non-Gaussian random variables. BP is a 
specific instance of a general class of methods that 
exist for approximate inference in Bayes Nets 
(variational methods) or Markov Random Field.  
3 j E lE l E l l E l l αβ
∈∈ ∈
=+ λ + λ ∑∑ ∑       (3) 
     Belief propagation can be classed as two types of 
max-product and sum-product. The former 
maximizes the posterior of each node whereas the 
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BP is based on the criterion: Accuracy Sacrifice = 
Possible Solution. Thus we can conclude it as the 
following two steps: 
1) Simplified Graph Construction 
2) Message Passing until convergence 
Its core is iterative message updating procedure. To 
be mentionable, BP may not converge, however it 
seems to work well in practice. BP works by 
propagating local messages along the nodes in graph. 
Applying method [8], we define an n-element vector 
Mij to denote the message sent from node oi to node oj. 
The vector Mij indicates how likely node oi thinks that 
node oj should be assigned label lj. The detail process 
of the method has been presented as Algorithm 1. 
Algorithm 1:  video completion with belief propagation
1  Initialize all messages  between any two 
adjacent nodes i and j in graph G. 
0 0 ij M =
t
ij
2  Update all messages M iteratively from t = 1 to 
T: 
1
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The optimal label l for each node i: 
 
 
After the optimal labels   are computed, we 
simply fill the color of  to each node oi. 
^
1 {}
m
ii l =
^
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5   Experiments 
The algorithm described in this paper is applicable to 
a various full color natural videos of complex 
dynamic scenes such as DVD movie or home DV etc. 
With the assistance of our approach, common people 
can do many things only dealt with by artist or 
movie-maker early. As is well known, the perceived 
quality of the completed video frames depends on 
human perception rather than mathematical measures, 
so we show some frames extracted from video 
sequences to demonstrate the effectiveness of our 
method. In this section, we mainly produce our 
algorithm result and the comparison with other ones. 
Video data used in this paper can be downloaded in:  
http://www.wisdom.weizmann.ac.il/~vision/VideoC
ompletion/. 
          Fig. 1 to 4 demonstrate the results from a 
two-woman video sequence after one woman has 
been removed. Fig. 1, 2 and 3 show the completion 
performance with our method and Fig. 3 and 4 
indicate the comparison of the effect obtained by our 
belief propagation based method with the one 
obtained by other proposed methods. By means of the 
information from many presented frames, we can see 
clearly the portion of the moving object is absent due 
to the intersection with the unknown region. While 
using our method, the unknown portion can be 
completed very well even the hole is very large, and 
the result is very similarity to the original one. 
     Fig. 5, 6 and 7 indicate the advantage of our video 
completion method by comparing with Wexler’s 
completion method. As the red box shows, our 
method based on belief propagation algorithm could 
produce better effect comparison with Wexler’s 
method. Our method avoids the influence of the 
blurring and ghost artifacts. 
     In most cases, our method performs better than 
previous techniques designed for video completion. 
     Fig. 4 shows the results of our belief propagation 
based algorithm on one of the examples used from [9]. 
As it can be observed by comparing the result from [9] 
with our completion result, our method does not 
introduce the edge blur and the ghost artifact. Our 
result is similar to or slightly better than Wexler’s [9]. 
     We can see differences from Fig. 5. Small red box 
shows the lady’s foot. The lady’s foot in the left 
image is almost disappeared, while the foot in the 
right one is better. Big red box shows the lady’s skirt. 
A portion of the skirt in the left image is disappeared, 
while in the right image, the skirt is preserved better 
than the left one. 
     Fig. 6 and 7 show the difference of ocean wave 
between method [9] and ours. Obviously, our method 
is better than theirs. 
     In Fig. 8, a moving car in a video is removed. The 
experiment result shows that our belief propagation 
based video completion method can accurately 
complete the hole induced by moving object removal 
and the performance of result is encouraging. 
 
 
6   Conclusions and future work 
In this paper, we extend the 2d pixel in one frame to a 
3d point including time information in video 
sequence. Thus we give some definition concerning 
this extension. The video completion is regarded as a 
global optimization problem, and we propose an 
energy function defined in a 3d label graph. Then we 
use belief propagation to minimize the energy and 
obtain the optimal label patches. Comparing with 
previous work, experiment indicates the advantage of 
our approach for overcoming some difficulties such 
as the annoying blurring problem and the global 
consistency. The total performance of the completion 
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Fig. 1. The original image from video “hopping” containing total 240 frames. Top left to bottom 
right: frame 5, frame 86, frame 118, frame 163. Video data from [9]. 
     
Fig. 2. Overview of the frames in which a person is removed from the original frames of Fig. 1. The 
blank region is the hole to be completed.
       
       
Fig. 3. Algorithm comparisons. (a) is the result from [9] and (b) is the result from our approach. 
   
Fig. 4. The zoom-in view of some frames of Fig. 3 around the hole. Left column: 
results obtained by [9]. Right column: results obtained by our approach.
(a) 
(b) 
    
Fig. 5. The 114
th frame of video “crossing_ladies” that contains total 174 
frames. Left is result from [9]. Right is result from our method.
 
Fig. 6. The 45
th frame of video “crossing_ladies”. Left: result from [9]. Right: 
result from our method. The red box shows the ocean wave is different. 
 
Fig. 7. The 47
th frame of video “crossing_ladies”. Left: result from [9]. Right: 
result from our method. The red box shows the ocean wave is different. 
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Original frame in video sequence Car removal frame in video sequence 
Fig. 8. The car is removed from the video
 
using belief propagation in videos is encouraging. 
     If the camera is moving, our algorithm needs to be 
extended. We can make use of the motion parameters 
of the camera to obtain the knowledge of the 
background motion and estimate the projective 
homography between video frames. Our work using 
belief propagation can also be applied to more areas 
including 3d mesh completion. In the future, we will 
implement these extension works. 
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